
Mallorca Sound Adventure: 
healing, creativity, authenticity - Experience the liberating power of your voice!
Start: 27/05/2018
End: 03/06/2018
Location: Dima Mallorca
Facilitators: Katharina Felice and Roswitha Paula Heruth
costs: 1000, - Euro
minus 10% early bird discount!

StimmEnergetics meets Healing Sound / 7-Day Intensive
We invite you to join us this week in a co-creative, playful and transforming process with and 
through your voice. The purpose is  reconnecting consciousness and voice with our creative 
potential that shows up when we open the energy field of the heart. Once the door is open, the
path for healing and abundance of ideas, innovations, visions, and dreams unfolds freely. That
has tremendous impact and the power to change our personal reality as well as the one of the 
world. Our voice starts implementing these impulses by making audible what lives inside us.

WHAT?
We are planning a weekly retreat with a group of max. 20 people,

 that want to work intensively, yet relaxed and easily with their voice,
 that want to know and use their creative and healing qualities,
 that want to turn deep towards themselves and recharge their batteries
 that want to use their voice professionally and expand their vocal skills,
 that want to raise their vibration and level of consciousness permanently,
 that are looking for emotional balance and mental openness,
 that want to achieve coherence of the heart, brain, and gut feelings,
 that want to reconnect with the source of creative power in the heart,
 that are on a path of heart-centered consciousness,
 that want to share their creative ideas and carry them into the world by giving them a 

voice

HOW?
Arrival is on Sunday, 27.5. 2018.
We start in the evening with dinner followed by a session where we introduce and tune into 
this kind of vocal work. We´ll have daily sessions of vocal process work for about 4 hours and
a 2-hour evening program. In between there will be time for individual work, activities, 
spontaneous actions, discussions, recreation and adventure. On Sunday 3rd of June after 
breakfast we´ll  have our closing session before departure. A handout with the most important 
tools will  be provided after the seminar (as PDF).

Investment for the sound adventure: 
7 days intensive with 4 hours workshop and 2 hours evening program daily and a detailed 
handout: 
1000 €  / reduced 900 € for students and unemployed, 
It can be paid all at one rate or in 3 installments á 350 euros / concessions 315 euros, 
first rate at booking, then at intervals of one month, 
10% early bird discount until 21.1.2018

Accommodation and vegetarian full board: 7 x 45, - € Dormitory / own tent or, 7 x 55, - € 3- 
or 4-bed room or, 7 x 65, - € Double room if available. Payment directly at DIMA Mallorca. 



Flights and arrival expenses are not included. We recommend a rental car at your own 
expense to be mobile. Individual sessions with Paula or Katharina  can be booked 
additionally: 45 min./75 €.

Before registration: You may contact Katharina per email or phone 030 - 94041451 if you 
need further details of information. Furthermore you are welcome to our healing concerts in 
Berlin: These live events are scheduled on 15.1., 12.2., 5.3.2018. And on February 3 and 
March 17, at 7:30 pm, you can join our free introductory evenings where you can get 
acquainted with our approach.

WHO?
We have been exploring the realationship and effects of voice, consciousness technology and 
energy fields for many years now. On our way we developed both individual and co-creative 
modalities, called StimmEnergetics and HealingSound, that combine vocal work, 
improvisation, creativity, as well as tools of energy work, transformation of consciousness and
different forms of meditation. This approach can increase the quality of life, well-being and 
fulfillment dramatically in every area of life. Apart from that, it is very conducive to the use of
the voice itself and the expansion of consciousness.

Katharina Felice is a professional singer and actress being on stage for many years, with
a 30 year teaching expertise in the field of movement, singing, vocal training and language. 
Being highly intuitive she included the vibrational, subtle levels of human experience in 
working with the voice from the start and has completed various training courses in this field, 
including: Matrix Energetics and Holofractography Theory. She developed StimmEnergetics 
as a way to evolve voice and consciousness in conjunction with an awareness for energy 
fields. In 2014 she published her first book.
www.stimmenergetics.de

Roswitha Paula Heruth is a naturopath, body and shiatsu therapist with more than 30 
years of experience and diverse trainings in energy work, among others Matrix Energetics, 
Quantum Entrainment and Innerwise. In addition to her healing work, she has been active as a
singer with a focus on improvisation for many years. The combination of healing process 
work and voice improvisation has given rise to her approach HealingSound.

Registration: www.naturheilpraxis-heruth.de


